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Netting Fence Repair Clips
2-way 10-pack 215 418
3-way 5-pack 215 420
4-way 5-pack 215 421

$25.95 $22.95
$21.95 $19.95
$25.95 $22.95

Our repair clips are the easy way to repair electrified
netting fences. Just slip the broken ends into the
open holes of the clip, then slide the plastic sleeves
over the folded wire. This device is quick and easy
to fit, and gives certain continuity of current. Don’t
sweat little knots anymore.

$255.00 $239.00
$279.00
$12.95

This electrifiable netting is designed and
manufactured specially for containing and
protecting sheep and goats. It is available in
heights of 90cm and 108cm, and is completely
flexible, using non-electrified vertical nylon
strands which are welded at every crossing to the
electrified horizontal strands. Current is through
three stainless wires in each strand, except for
the bottom strand which is not electrified. Vertical
strands are 17cm apart, for good integrity of the
fence. Each 50m fence includes 14 dual-prong
step-in plastic posts. Fence lengths can easily
be connected for longer runs using the combined
loom at each end.

Sheep Netting Repair Kit
211 826

$10.95

Kit of spare nylon plus insulators and connectors,
for repair of damaged electrified fence netting.

PRICE
REDUCED

Castration Ring Applicator Plastic
201 108

Dressing Shear B&B
30cm

218 569

$54.95 $47.95

This Burgon of Ball (UK) shear is ideal for dressing
and showing. It can be used in one hand, leaving
the other free to puff the fleece and remove cut
wool. The carbon-steel blades are hollow-ground
for most effective and efficient cutting. Blades
are 15cm long and hardened and tempered for
edge retention. An easy-to-use closure lock is
incorporated. Length 30cm o.a.

Castration Ring Applicator Plastic
Kit
with 30 rings 207 416

$18.95

A handy set for the small-block farmer. Our
perfectly good plastic applicator, with 30 castration
rings included.

Castration Ring Applicator
Economy
201 106

$279.00 $249.00

$29.95

Applicators are made in many places in many
different qualities. Ours is high quality at a low
price, guaranteed to give very good service.
Smooth and easy operation. Check it for yourself.
Pins open to 50mm/40mm x 30mm (sides)

Salt Block Saver Wall-Mount
23cm x 15cm

220 280

$14.95

Ideal feeder/saver for smaller salt and mineral
blocks. Especially suitable for sheep and goats.
Easily mounted on a wall or rail where it will not be
pushed around or trampled. Tough impact-resistant
plastic. UV safe. (Mount screws not included).

Lamb Marking Knife Taylors
26cm

208 817

$74.95

Hardwood handle with castration blade one end,
and spay hook the other. (Hook is not sharp on
inner edge.) Blade length 9cm. Length 26cm o.a.

Prices listed include GST, and include delivery on orders over $229.00 value, except all WA deliveries and
products marked Plus Freight. Prices and specifications can change without notice.
www.shoof.com.au

Copyright © 2017. All rights reserved.

ON SPECIAL
Sheep Netting EasyNet

EasyNet electrifiable netting especially for grazing
sheep. The advantage of this netting is that the
bottom wire is 19cm above the ground. This allows
sheep to graze under the wire (carefully), and also
allows mowing under the wire if required. This
significantly reduces power loss through grass
growing into the wires. Also, with wires all clear of
grass, the netting fence is more easily moved. The
50m fence includes 15 fibreglass standards, plus
verticle spacer bars every 90cm. Fence lengths can
be connected together for longer runs.

$15.95

This applicator is especially suitable for the breeder
with a small number of animals to dock or castrate.
It is a perfectly satisfactory tool at a very low price.
No need to pay more if you do not need more. Pins
open to 45mm/40mm x 34mm (sides).

New

50m x 105cm 215 377

$4.95
$16.95
$52.95

SHEEP

50m x 90cm 214 432
50m x 108cm 211 898
spare post only 210 826

100-bag
207 518
500-pail
207 520
2000-bucket 207 519

These marking rings are equal quality to any
on the market, with production being continually
monitored and tested. Consistency and reliability
are guaranteed. See our range of ring applicators
below.

PRICE
REDUCED
Sheep Netting Ovinet

Marking Rings Shoof (Green)

